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16a  Interim accommodation:
 Amorosa 16.4 km  Cabadelo 23.2

Practical Path: The Ecovia Litoral has 
come up trumps with the building of a fine 
footbridge pasarela over the rio Neiva (see 
photo>) close to its estuary Foz de Neiva. This 
single initiative has transformed this route 
and made it accessible by coast path from 
Esposende to Amorosa. There are plans to 
extend the boardwalks all the way to Cabadelo. In the meantime we head inland 
to join with the main route to cross the Lima estuary into Viana do Castelo. The 
entire stage is level.

0.0 km Esposende centro Exit via Câmara 
and s/o over road by Igreja Matriz turn <left 
opp. Hospital to rejoin the seafront [0.9 
km]. Turn right> past Farol & Forte de São 
João Baptista to option point by 7 Dunas 
for senda litoral [1.4 km] (see photo>). 

2.3 km Senda Litoral option We branch 
off from the Camino da Costa at this 
point and continue along a new section of 
the Ecovia past Praia de Cepães [0.9 km] 
7 Bazin to Rio Minhos [1.4 km] beach 
parking [4] and marshland. At this point we have to turn inland turning first left 
past ETAR Marinhas water treatment plant to make our way back to the coast at 
Praia de São Bartolomeu and just beyond Cruzeiro de Praia de Mar [1.8 km].

4.1 km Cruzeiro de Praia (no facilities). Waymarks are unclear at this point 
but we make our way along track parallel to the beach. This peters out at a field 
and a hand drawn arrow points us to a path onto the beach before veering back 
onto track to Belinho Praia Parking [1.4 km] (Belinho town is 1.8 km inland). 
Continue past turnoff to prominent observation tower Torre de Observação 
[0.6 km]. Continue to Praia da Carruagem (the old railway carriage carruagem 
has been removed following a fire) and head inland (to avoid the estuary) past 
Campismo de Belinho [1.6 km] w Os Belinhenses ✆ 933 612 546. and s/o (not 
well waymarked) over rua Foz do Neiva [0.7 km] (sign for Toca Bar 200m is in 
fact 700m [1.4 km return!]) onto riverside path to pedestrian footbridge pasarela 
(photo top) over the rio Nieva [0.2 km]. 

4.5 km Pasarela rio Neiva. We now take a delightful path around the beautiful 
river estuary Estuário do Rio Neiva (See photo bottom of next page) and turn left 
up just past the large lodge (children holiday hostel) onto Rua da Dunas [1.7 km] 
now part of the Ecovia Litoral (variously PR-1 / PR-13 / PR-14) and keep s/o to 
roundabout in Praia de Castelo do Neiva [1.3 km]. 

3.0 km Praia de Castelo do Neiva Rotunda (the town is 1.7 km inland). 
Lodging here seems to be limited to week-long holiday lets but there is a range of 
restaurants. Adj. roundabout 5 Segredos Do Mar or try the delightful 5 Casa da 
Joana adj. 5 Taberna da Laurinda. Just above the village by the fish market Posto 
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de Vendagem 5 Pedra Alta. Until the Ecovia Litoral is extended the route remains 
poorly waymarked out of the village. Either take the high level sandy path by the 
fishing boats or take one of the lower tracks that meander back to the seashore  at 
Praia de Lordelo [1.4 km] (no facilities). At this point we can continue along the 
beach (no path) or turn right inland to join the waymarks on road into Amorosa 
roundabout [1.1 km]. 

2.5 km Amorosa rotunda. H**Areias Claras €35+ ✆ 258 351 014. Various 
shops, bars & restaurants, shops, chemist, ATM. Head out on Av. Marginal parallel 
to seashore and s/o to path at 7 Pénareia [0.5 km] onto path (boardwalk left 
peters out on beach) and head s/o over the dunes or veer right onto woodland 
path (both paths are the same distance 
and lead to Rodanho car park). Continue 
to small bridge over the Ribeira de Anha 
[1.8 km] and either continue s/o over dune 
paths to turn right over boardwalk bridge 
to Rodanho (it is not possible to cross 
the estuary further on) or turn right over 
the stone bridge turning left on road to 
Rodanho Car Park [0.7 km]. 

3.0 km Rodanho Car Park There are several ways to enter Viana do Castelo. The 
most direct is to take the road and turn left 200m onto woodland path [0.2 km] 
(sign Praia Eemiana) and continue past Orbitur Camping [2.0 km] w Orbitur 
€8+ ✆ 258 322 167 r/Diogo Álvares. At this point we can keep s/o to hotels, bars 
and ferry (summer) in Cabedelo (1 km) H****FeelViana. H**Cais x46 €120+! ✆ 
258 330 330. Turn right to Av. do Cabedelo Hs Cabedelo €60-70 (Booking.com 
only) past the commercial port and onto pedestrian walkway through parkland to 
Capela de S. Lourenço. Here we turn right around a sea inlet to join the Camino 
da Costa at roundabout in Darque [1.6 km].

3.8 km Darque Rotunda We now join our fellow pilgrims to cross the rio Lima 
via narrow walkway alongside the traffic down to town roundabout. Take the level 
crossing into Rua do Gontim and keep s/into pedestrian Rua Mateus Barbosa 
turning right into Rua Sacadura Cabral past cathedral to Praça da República.  

2.0 km Viana do Castelo Praça da República See previous pages for 
accommodation and other facilities and town map.
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